Jazz: Two grants from China and IGAD to develop the Rahad project

Assistant President of the Republic Dr. Awad Ahmed Al-Jaz, the Alternate President of the Higher Committee for the Supervision of Sudanese Relations with the El-Baraks States, unveiled a Chinese grant for the development of Al-Rahad Agricultural Project, along with a grant of $ 13 million from IGAD.

The countries of the region include China, India, Russia, Brazil and South Africa.

He stressed the State’s endeavor to develop the Al-Rahad Agricultural Project as a model for agricultural partnership with China, noting that it is strategically located on the national road.

Al-Jaz pointed to the identification of three crops grown this season in cotton, sunflower and peanuts at a rate of 1550 thousand feddans per crop. The beans achieved 40 zloty per feddan, while 68 feddans with a cotton yield of 1000 feddans were cultivated by the Chinese and achieved high and encouraging production rates. He explained that the plan aims to make the project a model for agriculture that ends in the industry by developing textile, seed processing, animal introduction in the agricultural cycle, export of meat instead of livestock, and post-slaughter industry to achieve value added products.

Al-Jaz said that Al-Rahad project is the only project that planted cotton and beans on time and benefited from the water of Khrubf, stressing the keenness of the state to achieve an economic model based on the interest of the farmer.

Central Bank of Sudan: InshaAllah we strive with the financial to provide cash by exchange

The Central Bank of Sudan said that the beginning of the week will be fed ATMs cash liquidity and provide the needs of customers liquidity to meet the needs of Eid al-Fitr.
(9) billion pounds of one of the detainees

The State Security Prosecution in Sudan has charged corruption cases in the billions of Sudanese pounds and various foreign currencies in accordance with the Law on Combating Hardship, the Money Laundering Law, the Prevention of Terrorism Financing, the Criminal Law and the Value Added Tax Law.

Russia: Su-35 aircraft negotiations underway with Sudan

Russian Ambassador to Sudan Vladimir Geltov said talks on Sudan’s purchase of S-35 aircraft were underway between the two countries at the level of the defense ministries and the concerned institutions, adding that this would take time and must wait.

Minister of Communications and Information Technology stands on the position of e-government implementation in the state of Khartoum

Dr. Minister of Communications and Information Technology Tahani Abdullah Attia stressed on the importance of the role that the Khartoum State Portal will play in facilitating the lives of citizens and promoting justice and transparency in the provision of services. As crossed by d. Tahani, who has stood in the field during frequent visits, expressed her confidence that the work on the project of e-government in Khartoum state is in full swing and said that the citizen will remain close to access to these services on the ground. In a press statement
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